Controllable Attention for Structured Layered Video Decomposition
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High level goal: incorporate priors tailored to layer decomposition.
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The visual centrifuge: Model-free layered video representations,
Alayrac, Carreira and Zisserman, CVPR, 2019.
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The Approach
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Training losses:
Imposing compositionality:

- Without control:

The decoder produces m layers
and composing coeﬃcients that

- With control:
Deterministic Control loss:

Ablation study of the proposed improvements
Qualitative results

are then composed as follows:
Internal Prediction loss:

Composition module

Goal: be able to separate a video into its
natural layers, and to control which of the
separated layers to attend to.
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Internal prediction strategy has the best trade oﬀ between
reconstruction error and control accuracy.

High level goal: have control over the output of the decoder by attending to an external cue, here an audio signal.

Contributions:
Compositional architecture (C2) for layer

Audio network: VGG-like net on log spectrogram.
Audio visual fusion:

1) Average pooling over frequency
2) Temporal sampling

decomposition.

Attention control. Two strategies are proposed:

Strategy 1: deterministic control

3) Spatial broadcast
Augment the architecture to leverage external
3
cues such as audio for controllability (C ).

video is forced to be
output in a speciﬁc slot.

Layers are correctly selected based on sound
cues with accuracy close to 80%.
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New proposed compositional architecture can
transparency and especially occlusions.
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Qualitative results

Eﬀect of shifting the control audio signal on control accuracy.
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Strategy 2: internal pred. control

Conclusion
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Internal prediction:
Concat.

the network regresses
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where the desired
output is going to be.
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Real world videos decomposition.

Action recognition results.

